
 Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, her husband Dr. Sylvan Xaran, and their children Katrina, Julian, Corrine, and 

Korin were all out for an evening eating dinner in the family-friendly ‘outdoor’ restaurant called Moonraker’s in the 

botanical section of Starbase 719.  It had been a pleasant evening thus far, and with the starbase relatively quiet it 

afforded the family a rare opportunity to be together without worry of one crisis or another rearing its head and 

interrupting their time together. 

 “...And so then the nurse looks at the scan image and says; You’re both wrong!  It’s twins!” Xaran was 

saying, causing his older children to laugh and Raiajh herself to chuckle slightly.  But she was only half-paying 

attention to her husband’s riveting tales of life in the base infirmary.  What really had her attention was a man sitting 

several tables away from the Xaran family.  He was completely bald, and even from her current distance she could 

sense the pheromones he was unconsciously emitting, verifying to her that the man was in fact Deltan.  Part of what 

bothered her was the fact Deltans rarely visited Starbase 719, and when they did she was usually aware of it because 

– as the daughter of one Deltan Ambassador to the Federation and aunt of another – they often paid her a courtesy 

call in her office.  But the main thing that bothered her was the fact he seemed to be watching her.  He was trying to 

be surreptitious about it, but every now and then she managed to catch him glancing in her direction, and it was 

starting to get irritating. 

 The waiter stopped by the Xaran’s table once again to offer dessert, but Raiajh suggested they were 

finished – much to the children’s disappointment – and should return home to their quarters.  Dr. Xaran noticed 

something seemed to be bothering his wife and telepathically asked her, ‘What’s wrong, Imzadi?’ 

 ‘I just want to see something,’ she replied as the family gathered their personnel belongings and headed off 

the restaurant patio.  She glanced briefly in the direction of the Deltan man, but he appeared to be simply eating his 

meal and reading something on a padd on the tabletop. 

 ‘You know that man?’ Xaran asked as they passed his table and he noticed his wife glancing at the Deltan. 

 ‘No,’ she replied mentally.  ‘I thought I saw the same man loitering near our quarters yesterday afternoon.  

It’s just... Nothing, I suppose.’ 

 The family returned to their quarters, the children complaining how they did not get any dessert the entire 

way back, finally prompting Raiajh to promise they could replicate something once they got back home as long as it 

would not keep them up half the night. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The next morning Raiajh woke up, having forgotten the strange encounter in the restaurant.  She showered, 

dressed in her usual duty uniform, and headed to Ops for her regular duty shift followed by some additional work in 

her office during the early afternoon.  She thought nothing about the Deltan man she had seen the previous evening 

until she entered the recreation area with her aide, Marie Quintero.  As the pair strolled along the main shopping 

promenade, she noticed a somewhat familiar bald head in the reflection of one of the shop windows as the two 

women passed.  Getting annoyed, she redirected her aide toward one of the side corridors, where the Bastogne 

Lodge – one of the station’s more popular bars among the senior staff – was located.  The pair entered the bar, 

patting their hands against the wall where the word ‘NUTS!’ had been scratched into the bulkhead by sharp claws – 

a tradition that started as a way of remembrance of those who had been killed during the war the Federation had 

fought against the Kairn a couple of years earlier – and stepped up to the bar where the admiral requested two small 

glasses of her private stash of Romulan ale. 

 “A little early in the day, isn’t it, Admiral?” asked ‘Shifty’ Powers, the Lodge’s bartender and proprietor as 

he reached into a small refrigerator below the bar camouflaged to look like part of the replicator and retrieved a 

bottle and poured its contents into two glasses. 

 “I just need a good stiff drink right now,” Raiajh replied as she took the offered glass of electric-blue liquid 

and turned around to lean against the bar and watch the main door. 

 Almost as if on schedule, the Deltan man could be seen passing in front of the bar’s window.  A moment 

later he entered the Lodge, pausing just a step inside as he seemed to realize Raiajh was looking in his direction.  

Instead of moving further into the bar, he looked around – appearing to be impressed with the decor that made the 



interior look like the inside of an Army field headquarters during the Battle of the Bulge of Earth’s Second World 

War.  A moment later he moved to a small table at the far end of the room and signaled for a waitress.  His seat 

faced away from the bar where Raiajh and Quintero were standing, but the admiral got the impression he was still 

able to keep an eye on her through the reflection in another window at that end of the establishment. 

 “Marie, do you have any idea who that man is?” Raiajh said quietly, her glass close to her lips to make it 

look as if she were sipping her drink instead of talking. 

 “Who?” Quintero asked, looking around the already moderately crowded bar. 

 “The Deltan man at that far table.” 

 Raiajh turned back to face the bar, continuing to observe the man in question through the mirror behind the 

bar as Quintero tried to look at the man without looking like she was looking.  Eventually he glanced over his 

shoulder, giving Quintero the opportunity to see at least half of his face. 

 “No, Admiral, I don’t,” she finally replied.  “Why?  Is he a relative of yours?” 

 “Not that I am aware of,” Raiajh replied, draining what remained in her glass with a single gulp before 

saying, “I need to head back up to my office.” 

 The two women left the Lodge, heading down the corridor toward the large main hub turbolifts.  Quintero 

could not help her curiosity and looked over her shoulder, noticing the Deltan man exiting the Lodge seconds after 

them and turning to follow the pair before quickly turning around and heading back toward the shopping 

promenade. 

 Several minutes later Raiajh and Quintero were back in the admiral’s office on the upper level of Ops.  

Raiajh quickly moved around her desk and touched the intercom there. 

 “Admiral Raiajh to Colonel McIntyre and Commander Petersen.  Please come see me in my office ASAP.” 

 A few minutes later, Starfleet Marine Corps Colonel Sean Elliot McIntyre, commander of the base’s 

Marine battalion – and Commander Michelle Petersen, the station’s chief of security – were standing in the 

admiral’s office. 

 “I’ve begun to notice a Deltan male who appears to be following me around the open areas of the station 

for the last couple of days,” Raiajh told the pair.  “I don’t know who he is or what business he has aboard Starbase 

719, but his constant presence has started to become unnerving.” 

 Petersen was quick to understand the implications, asking the admiral, “Do you want us to observe this 

individual, Admiral?  Or arrest and question him?” 

 “Well, you can’t arrest him unless he commits some crime,” Raiajh admitted.  “But I would like to know 

why he is aboard my station and what his apparent interest is in me.” 

 “Consider it done, Admiral,” McIntyre replied with a nod in Petersen’s direction. 

 

* * * * 

 

 An hour later, Raiajh was once again out with her family, Dr. Xaran and the children, strolling along the 

lake side in the base’s huge domed botanical garden area. 

 On the path several hundred meters behind the family, the Deltan man was walking – his attention on 

several small paddle boats on the lake as simulated twilight darkened to simulated night in the domed sky above. 

 Another couple – one human man and one human woman – were walking along the path in the opposite 

direction holding hands.  As they reached the Deltan, the man said, “Nice evening isn’t it?”  The Deltan shrugged 

noncommittally as the couple separated to pass on each side of the Deltan man.  He was not expecting both of them 

to stop – the woman in front, the man behind him. 

 “Excuse me,” he said – somewhat rudely – and started to move around the woman.  She, instead, stepped to 

block his path once again. 

 “Allow me to introduce myself,” the woman said. 

 “I have no time for introductions,” the Deltan said, again rudely.  “I’m busy.”  He glanced ahead on the 

path, satisfied that the subject of his attention had not gotten too far away. 



 “I insist,” the woman said firmly.  “My name is Commander Michelle Petersen.  I’m the station’s chief of 

security.  The man behind you is Colonel Sean McIntyre, commander of our Marine Corps battalion.” 

 The Deltan realized only then that Admiral Raiajh had obviously been aware she was being observed and 

had arranged this encounter. 

 “Fine, I supposed introductions ARE in order,” the Deltan said.  “But I will only introduce myself to Vice 

Admiral Raiajh.” 

 McIntyre and Petersen exchanged looks.  Finally, McIntyre said, “Fine.  Follow us.” And with a slight 

shove, he pushed the Deltan man forward behind Petersen. 

 Seconds later the three had caught up with Raiajh and her family. 

 “Sylvan, would you take the kids home,” the admiral said to her family as she noticed Petersen and 

McIntrye approach with the Deltan stranger.  “I believe I have some unexpected business to attend to.” 

 “Come on, kids,” Xaran said, herding his children off toward the tall building that made up the hub of the 

station – literally piercing the sky. 

 Once her family was out of earshot, Raiajh looked at the Deltan man and said, “Who are you?  And why 

have you been following me around the station for the last several days?” 

 “My name is Indra Kaja, and I am a representative of the government of Delta IV,” the man responded 

almost defiantly. 

 “And what is your business here?” Raiajh asked. 

 “I am here to serve an arrest warrant,” he replied, to the shock of the other three. 

 “Arrest warrant?” questioned Petersen.  “Against who?  And for what charge?” 

 Kaja looked right at the admiral as he flatly said, “Val’ri Raiajh.  For first-degree murder.” 

 “Murder?!?” McIntyre exclaimed, not believing what he was hearing. 

 More puzzled than worried, Raiajh asked, “And just who am I accused of murdering?” 

 “Your brother, Ja’al Raiajh.” 
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 Raiajh, her husband Sylvan Xaran, her parents Karinara Raiajh of Delta IV and Professor Tolek of Vulcan, 

her friends and senior officers Captains Cathryn Elizabeth Pearson and Konstantin Harkonnen, and her ‘sister’ and 

brother-in-law Val and Hans Spaak were gathered in the living room of the quarters Raiajh shared with her family, 

an animated discussion going on. 

 “How could the Deltan government believe you guilty of murdering your brother?!?” Karinara Raiajh 

protested.  “He was a convicted murderer himself who somehow managed to escape his sentence.  He got better than 

he deserved for what he did during his lifetime.” 

 “How can they think it was anything other than an accidental death?” Pearson asked.  “I filed the incident 

report with Starfleet Command myself!  You brother’s death was caused by a transporter malfunction that 

materialized him in the open spacedock instead of aboard the Pariah as intended.  The glitch that caused the 

malfunction was traced to a faulty isolinear chip in the master transport monitoring system that transposed two 

coordinate numbers.  Easily traceable once B’Elanna knew what to look for.” 



 “I have a better question,” Harkonnen said.  “If the government thinks you killed your brother on purpose, 

why was that official following you around the station instead of serving the warrant as soon as he got here?  It’s 

like he was stalking you.” 

 “I asked that same question right after we confronted him,” Raiajh said.  “He claims he was waiting for the 

transmission of the official warrant to arrive.  Said it had to go through some sort of last minute paperwork changes, 

and he was keeping tabs on me to make sure I didn’t try and go into hiding if I somehow learned the warrant was on 

its way here.”  She looked over toward Spaak as she spoke. 

 “A convenient excuse,” Professor Tolek remarked. 

 “I find it troubling though that Ashari determined his ship – station keeping outside of spacedock – has 

been on ready stand-by sine his arrival at the starbase,” Raiajh added.  “I believe his real intent was, if he managed 

to get me someplace aboard the station alone, to simply beam me aboard his ship and leave the sector before anyone 

here knew I was gone.  Mister Kaja’s method of extradition.” 

 “What are you going to do?” Spaak asked, a heavy sense of implication in the tone of his voice. 

 “Since I wish to continue to wear this uniform for at least a little while longer, I’m going to stick around 

and fight this thing and clear my name.  I must for my family’s sake,” Raiajh said.  “But first I need to know what 

I’m up against.  I need to contact Starfleet Command and get some advice regarding this matter.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Early the next morning Raiajh was sitting at her desk in her office.  She had opened a communications 

channel directly to San Francisco, even though it would mean several seconds of delay in both directions.  As hoped, 

the call was answered by a familiar looking Centaurian native with wavy salt and pepper hair and a mostly grey 

goatee. 

 “I had a feeling I would be hearing from you,” Vice Admiral Kalin Kale said as he recognized his former 

shipmate’s face. 

 “How long have you known, Kalin?” Raiajh asked. 

 “I only found out a few hours ago,” Kale replied.  “It would have been just after midnight your station time.  

I figured it would do you more good if I looked into your problem further instead of waking you up in the middle of 

the night with nothing more than the news that you are to be arrested for murder.” 

 “And what have you found out?” Raiajh asked, her momentary irritation at her former shipmate and 

commanding officer disappearing. 

 “Only that you were indicted by the government of Delta IV for the murder of your brother, Ja’al, a few 

days ago.  Delta IV contacted the Federation government in Paris, who contacted Starfleet Command.  The 

Admiralty reviewed the documents and decided the grand jury evidence was sufficient to allow your prosecution to 

proceed.  Any idea why this is happening?” 

 “None whatsoever,” Raiajh replied.  “Even if I did actually murder my brother, the government of Delta IV 

should be THANKING me, not arresting me!  He was a convicted criminal sentenced to death by exile into the 

wilds of Delta IV.  They did not expect him to survive more than a week, maybe two if he was fortunate.  But 

somehow – probably through the many illicit connections my brother maintained – he not only managed to escape 

his sentence but journeyed out here to my station to gloat about it to me.  I’m not even sure how they think I 

murdered him!” 

 “I don’t know either,” Kale said.  “I haven’t seen the evidence they presented to the grand jury myself.  I 

was only informed it was enough to indict.” 

 “What happens now?” Raiajh asked, obviously ready to fight from the expression on her face. 

 “Well, Delta IV requested your extradition to their sovereign territory for the prosecution...,” Kale started 

to explain. 

 “No!” Raiajh interrupted.  “The supposed crime happened here, on MY station!  If they want to prosecute 

me for my brother’s death, they can send their lawyers here to do it!  I will not go to Delta IV willingly, especially 

since I’m aware that – should I lose – I will face the exact same fate my brother was sentenced to and somehow 



managed to avoid.  Exile in the wilds.  To be honest, I’m not even certain I would reach Delta IV for trial in one 

piece.  Something about this Mister Kaja that they sent out here to serve me gives me a bad feeling, like he is taking 

personal pleasure in doing this job.” 

 “Calm down, Val,” Kale implored.  “Starfleet Command agrees with you and will not allow prosecution to 

proceed on Delta IV.  That’s one of the main reasons the arrest warrant was so delayed.”  Raiajh was satisfied a little 

by Kale’s explanation.  “Starfleet will of course also provide you with legal counsel.  I’ve already dispatched a JAG 

officer to your starbase...” 

 Raiajh cut off her fellow admiral again as she said, “No need.  I already know who I want as my counsel.” 

 A grim look covered Kale’s bearded face as he said, “I hope you don’t mean...?” 

 “Yes,” Raiajh confirmed.  “Konstantin served in the JAG office for several years following the Dominion 

War.  I’m sure he can represent me and my interests adequately.” 

 “You KNOW there are going to be a few in the Admiralty who are not going to be happy with your 

decision.  Some of them might even hope you are convicted, after promoting Harkonnen against their wishes like 

you did,” Kale warned. 

 “It’s my life.  I have a right to be represented by whomever I choose.  I could even represent myself if I 

wanted to.  ...Which I don’t.” 

 “As you say, it’s your choice, Val.  But I’m still going to send the JAG lawyer I know out to you.  You and 

Harkonnen are going to need all the help you can get!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Almost a week later, everyone needed for the trial had arrived at the starbase and the preliminaries of the 

case against Raiajh commenced.  One of the main conference rooms in the spacedock hub had been converted over 

to be used as a makeshift court room.  On the day in question, a tribunal of judges sat on the high bench at the far 

end of the room.  Two of the judges were civilians – one a Deltan official transported to the station specifically for 

this case, the other a human judge from the Federation Superior Court on Earth.  The third judge making up the 

tribunal was a Starfleet Flag Officer, a rear admiral named Albert Jethro Chegwidden, who was unfamiliar to Raiajh 

and serving in the Starfleet Judge Advocate General’s office. 

 Sitting at the defense table with Raiajh were Captain Konstantin Harkonnen – Raiajh’s primary counsel – 

and Lt Commander Dani Melnick – the JAG officer sent by Kale to assist Raiajh and Harkonnen in the defense, who 

had traveled from Earth aboard the same transport vessel as the Superior Court judge and the JAG admiral, though 

careful to keep her distance from either the entire journey. 

 Sitting at the table to Raiajh’s right were two Deltan men – both of whom had traveled to the station from 

Delta IV with the Deltan member of the tribunal – who would be prosecuting the case against Raiajh. 

 “All rise,” a court bailiff called out, and everyone in the court gallery – including an eager-looking Indra 

Kaja – and at the two tables stood.  “Calling case number 6755392-D4S in the matter of the People of Delta IV 

versus Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, a Starfleet flag officer.  Charge is murder in the first degree.” 

 The court clerk passed padds containing relevant information to the three judges.  All three briefly 

reviewed the files before the admiral looked up at Raiajh and said, “And how do you plead, Vice Admiral Raiajh?” 

 Raiajh straightened herself to her full height and as calmly as she could muster replied, “Not guilty.” 

 The human civilian judge looked at the prosecutors and asked, “People on remand, Counselor?” 

 “Your honors, the defendant is a high-ranking officer within Starfleet with many known acquaintances that, 

if she chooses, could aid in her avoidance of prosecution,” the lead council remarked.  “Considering the possibility 

of flight, the people request the defendant be remanded until trial, your honors.” 

 “I beg your pardon,” the JAG judge said, glaring at the prosecutor, before either Harkonnen or Melnick 

could begin to object.  “I may not know Admiral Raiajh personally, but I am aware of her record.  She has never 

shown herself to be anything other than a dedicated Starfleet officer.  I take any implication you make that she might 

try to escape and avoid prosecution as a personal affront to not only her reputation, but to Starfleet as a whole, and I 

will not stand for it!” 



 Harkonnen tried to hold back the grin forming on his lips as the Deltan judge looked at the defense table 

and asked, “Any input from the defense?” 

 “As Judge Chegwidden said, my client is a dedicated Starfleet officer with ties to the station and multiple 

family members living here.  We request ROR, your honors.” 

 Raiajh heard a scoffing noise come from one of the Deltan prosecutors, but after the three judges held a 

brief discussion amongst themselves, the Deltan judge said, “Admiral Raiajh, you are released on your own 

recognizance, under the following conditions: You are not to leave this station prior to the completion of your trial.  

That includes not setting foot on any vessel docked here, at station keeping outside spacedock, or aboard any 

auxiliary craft assigned here.  Any attempt to do so will be considered an attempt at flight by this court.  Do you 

understand?” 

 “Yes, your honor,” Raiajh replied respectfully.  “Believe me, I look forward to proving my innocence.” 

 “This court is in recess,” the JAG officer judge announced, banging his gavel on the bench.  “Court will 

resume in one week’s time, stardate 67132.6, 0930 hours.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 That evening, Raiajh and some of her family and supporters were gathered in the private function room 

behind the Bastogne Lodge.  The gathering was solemn, each person quietly offering Raiajh whatever help they 

could provide, though few could think of anything specific. 

 “We’ll know how to proceed a little better in the morning,” Harkonnen remarked.  “The prosecution must 

turn over their witness list to us before 1100 hours.” 

 “What good will that do?” Dr. Jill Xaran, Raiajh’s sister-in-law asked.  The Betazoid woman sounded quite 

upset.  “I still don’t understand why this is happening!  How could Val be accused of murdering her own brother?” 

 “I think, in some way, this is Ja’al’s revenge from beyond the grave,” Raiajh remarked.  “After helping 

prosecute and convict him for his part in the death of my little Elayne, he was sentenced by the Council of Equals on 

Delta IV to be expelled beyond the walls of the City of Jaktar, into the jungles beyond.  Somehow, and to this day 

we still haven’t found out how, he managed to escape from Delta IV.  When he made his presence here aboard the 

station known, I had him arrested and confined to the brig.  Since he was considered deceased on Delta IV, I decided 

to turn him over to one of his own debt-holders, Hans Spaak, to do with as he saw fit.” 

 Jill looked over across the room, where Spaak and his wives Val and Marie were sitting and whispering to 

each other. 

 “Normally I would have had Ja’al beamed directly from his cell to the Pariah,” Raiajh said, continuing her 

story.  “But Commander Torres had informed me of a problem with the station’s transporter system that day that 

made site to site transport potentially dangerous, so I decided it would be better to beam him from one of the 

transporter rooms directly to the Pariah’s transporter.  I wasn’t aware at the time we had a faulty isolinear chip 

installed in the emitter control system that caused Ja’al to re-materialize about 20 meters short of his intended 

coordinates, in the vacuum of the spacedock.  He died instantly.” 

 “And Delta IV is prosecuting you for an accident??” Jill protested. 

 “It’s a little more than that, Jill,” Harkonnen interjected.  “The Deltans have charged Val with first degree 

murder.  From the exchange of evidence I have received from the prosecution so far, their case is built on the 

premise that Val ordered her brother beamed into space on purpose, not that it was an accident.” 

 “I can see where they might make that mistake,” Hans Spaak remarked, speaking for the first time – at least 

out loud to the group in general – since the gathering had started.  “Even I believed you had done it deliberately at 

the time.”  Raiajh opened her mouth to say something when Spaak added, “But even if you had, it was no more than 

that rat brother of yours deserved for all the pain and anguish he caused throughout his long life.  Even if you did do 

what they’re accusing you of, they shouldn’t be filing charges against you for it.  After all, even their own 

government already considered him dead!  If anything, they should be throwing you a parade!” 

 “Someone, apparently, has other ideas about that fact,” Raiajh observed glumly. 

 



* * * * 

 

Stardate 67132.6 

Starbase 719 

Conference Lounge 10 

 

 “All rise!” 

 Everyone in the make-shift courtroom rose to their feet or similar appendages.  The conference lounge – 

even as large as it was – was crowded to near-overflowing with members of the starbase crew, dignitaries, and 

reporters form several Federation news services, including FNS reporter in residence Winston Hsu, who were 

transmitting subspace updates and near-live coverage of the trial to worlds across the Federation.  Some networks 

were even labeling it the ‘Trial of the Century.’ 

 After the tribunal judges took their places behind the high bench, the court clerk stepped forward and called 

out, “This court is now convened in the matter of the People of Delta IV versus Val’ri Raiajh.  Please be seated.” 

 As everyone in the court room returned to their seats, the Deltan prosecutor stood up and gave his opening 

statement, an elaborate tale of how the evidence would show Raiajh – in a fit of anger caused by the recent death of 

her own daughter – took her brother into captivity, planned his murder, and finally executed him in cold blood in the 

most horrible manner imaginable: beaming him unprotected directly out into the vacuum of deep space.  And in 

order to keep her subordinates from stopping her plan and to cover her tracks, she arranged for the murder to look 

like a simple transporter malfunction. 

 “We ask this tribunal to find Val’ri Raiajh GUILTY, the only obvious verdict once we have presented our 

case,” the prosecutor intoned.  He then nodded to the three judges and returned to his seat behind the prosecutors 

table. 

 “Does the defense wish to present an opening statement?” the human civilian judge asked, looking at the 

defense table. 

 Captain Konstantin Harkonnen stood to represent the defense and said, “The defense would like to delay 

our opening statements to the beginning of our defense case, your honors.” 

 “Very well,” the judge said before looking back at the two Deltans.  “Mister Prosecutor, you may call your 

first witness.” 

 “Thank you, your honor,” the prosecutor said.  “I call to the stand Inoran of Delta IV.” 

 Harkonnen looked at his client to see if there was even the slightest sign of recognition, but Raiajh 

apparently knew nothing about the Deltan man who took the witness stand, was sworn in, and had his identity 

verified by a palm scanner. 

 “Please state your name for the record and your relationship to the deceased victim in this case.” 

 “My name is Inoran.  I was a business associate of Ja’al Raiajh when he was still alive,” the witness 

replied. 

 “And what sort of businesses were you involved in with Ja’al Raiajh?” 

 “Um... transportation,” was the response. 

 “When and where did you last see Ja’al Raiajh?” 

 “About eighteen standard months ago, on Delta IV.  Ja’al had a feeling someone had it in for him prior to 

being tried by the Council of Equals, so he made a deal with me just in case things turned out badly for him.” 

 “What kind of deal?” 

 “On the day his trial before the Council ended, I supplied him with a homing tracker that could be secreted 

upon his person, in case certain people...”  The witness glanced in the direction of Raiajh.  It was not accidental, and 

Harkonnen took note of it.  “...did not... shall we say ‘agree’ ...with the Council’s verdict.  But he was found guilty – 

much to Ja’al’s surprise – and exiled outside the city walls that very afternoon.  Shortly after being expelled from the 

gates, he contacted the ship I had standing-by in orbit using the homing tracker and voided the miscarriage of justice 

that had occurred.” 



 Raiajh frowned as one of the burning questions regarding her late brother had finally been answered.  She 

knew his lifetime of illicit connections somehow delayed his deserved demise.  Now she knew how. 

 “After your ship rescued Ja’al from the surface of Delta IV, did he say anything to you that would lead you 

to believe he felt his life was in danger?” the prosecutor asked. 

 “Yes.  He said...” 

 “Objection!  Hearsay!” shouted Harkonnen as he stood up. 

 The Deltan prosecutor stepped forward and said, “In accordance with the rules of Deltan jurisprudence, if a 

potential witness is not available due to extenuating circumstances such as death, statements by them are allowed to 

be entered in the official record by sworn witnesses present.” 

 The three judges discussed between themselves for several moments before Judge Chegwidden announced, 

“The court will grant some limited leeway in this regard.  You may proceed.” 

 Harkonnen sat back down with a disgusted look on his face as Inoran continued with his testimony, “Ja’al 

said his sister was extremely hostile to him during their last encounter, accusing him of being complicit in the death 

of his dear niece, and that he was going to try and see her once again in the hopes of reconciling their damaged 

relationship, though he worried she might not be responsive to his overtures.  In fact, he was actually scared of how 

she might react when she finally saw him again, especially considering the resources she had at her disposal.” 

 The prosecutor looked over at Raiajh briefly before addressing the witness again, asking, “And when was 

the last time you saw Ja’al Raiajh alive?” 

 “It was three weeks after we had picked him up from the surface of Delta IV,” Inoran replied.  “My ship 

transported him to Ferenginar, where he had assets and papers hid...  (ahem)  ...where he kept certain important 

paperwork that he needed to continue his travels to Starbase 719.  I had hoped to meet up with him again in three 

months time, after he had reconciled with his family, but I never heard from him again.  It was only recently that I 

found out for certain Ja’al had been killed...” 

 “Objection!  Assumes facts not in evidence,” shouted Harkonnen. 

 “Sustained,” remarked the human civilian judge. 

 “...When I found out Ja’al had died,” the witness re-phrased.  He glared at Raiajh. 

 “No further questions for this witness, your honors,” the prosecutor intoned. 

 “Captain Harkonnen?” Judge Chegwidden prompted. 

 Harkonnen consulted some notes he had entered into a padd, then stood up and stepped toward the witness 

box. 

 “Mister Inoran,” he said.  “You describe yourself as an associate of Ja’al Raiajh?” 

 “That’s right.” 

 “Then certainly you must have known, at least after the fact, that when you picked him up off the surface of 

Delta IV, Ja’al Raiajh was in fact a convicted felon who – with your help – escaped his lawful punishment?” 

 “That subject did not come up at the time.” 

 “Of course it didn’t.  When exactly did you find out that Ja’al Raiajh was an escaped felon?” 

 “I guess I found out right after I dropped him off on Ferenginar.” 

 “I see,” Harkonnen remarked thoughtfully.  “And I’m sure, you being the fine, upstanding citizen you are, 

that you reported your part in Ja’al Raiajh’s escape the moment you found out, correct?” 

 The witness hesitated a moment, glancing very briefly at the prosecutors, before answering, “No.” 

 “No?” Harkonnen asked, feigning surprise.  “Well, when DID you turn yourself in?” 

 Again, a prolonged pause before the witness answered, “I didn’t.  I was arrested six weeks ago for my part 

in helping Ja’al Raiajh escape from Delta IV.” 

 Harkonnen’s face was a mask of mock-surprise. 

 “And have you been prosecuted for your part in this crime?” he asked. 

 Again, the witness glanced at the prosecutors, who were both looking at Harkonnen with expressions of 

anger and contempt.  Finally Inoran said, “No.  I was granted immunity for my actions in exchange for my 

testimony here.” 



 “I see,” Harkonnen said.  “So obviously, you would have absolutely NO reason to lie, now would you?”  

But before either the witness or the prosecutors could object, Harkonnen said, “Withdrawn.  No further questions.” 

 Inoran looked almost pleadingly toward the audience in the court room as one of the judges said, “The 

witness may step down.  Prosecution, call your next witness.” 

 As Inoran stepped out of the witness box, the lead prosecutor called out, “The prosecution calls Lieutenant 

Commander B’Elanna Torres to the stand.” 

 Raiajh could not hide the shock she felt at hearing the name of her chief of operations.  A moment later, 

Torres walked up the aisle of the court room and, very briefly pausing to look at the admiral with an expression that 

said, ‘I’m sorry,’ stepped into the witness box and was sworn in. 

 “Please state your name and position for the record,” the prosecutor directed. 

 “B’Elanna Torres – Lieutenant Commander, Starfleet – Chief of Operations of Starbase 719.” 

 “Now, Commander Torres, could you – in your own words – describe to the court what happened on the 

morning of stardate 65796.3?” 

 Torres again glanced briefly at Raiajh before turning her attention to the prosecutor, finding it easier to say 

what she had to say by not looking at her current commanding officer. 

 “That morning started off relatively routine.  I reported to Starbase Ops at 0600 and relieved the watch at 

operations.  During turnover with the off-going operations officer, I was informed that a glitch had been discovered 

in the transporter system, though the engineers had not yet traced the source of the malfunction.” 

 “And did you give orders to shut down the starbase’s transporters when you heard this report?” the 

prosecutor asked. 

 “No.  The transporter systems were still functional at the time.  Just certain modes could not be used.” 

 “Certain modes?” 

 “Specifically site to site transportation,” Torres explained. 

 “Just for the record, could you explain what is meant by site to site transport, Commander?” 

 Torres sighed under her breath, not intending to give a lesson on transporter theory and operation.  “During 

normal transporter operation, an object or person being beamed is placed on the transport platform, where it is 

scanned and dematerialized into an energy signature before being transmitted to its target location and re-integrated.  

Site to site transport involves using a transporter system to remotely scan and dematerialize a target, cycle it through 

the system pattern buffer without materializing, then transmitting the beam to a new location and re-integrating.  It’s 

not something we normally do, but it has been considered a safe method of travel with current technology for the 

past thirty years or so.” 

 “You mention site to site transport is currently considered a safe method of transport,” remarked the 

prosecutor.  “What is considered the safest method of transport using a transporter system?” 

 “That would be synchronized transport, where two separate systems are tied in together and work with each 

other.  Two targeting scanners.  Two pattern buffers.  Two...” 

 Commander Melnick stood up and addressed the court, saying, “While I’m sure the engineering principals 

behind the transporter system are fascinating, does this have any relevance to the case at hand, your honors?” 

 All three judges looked at the prosecutor.  The Deltan smiled pleasantly and replied, “This will all come 

together in a moment, if you will allow me, your honors.” 

 “You may proceed,” the Deltan judge stated. 

 “Commander Torres, after you were informed about the malfunction in the transporter system, what did 

you do?” 

 “I immediately informed the base’s commanding officer, Admiral Raiajh, since I knew she intended to 

make use of the transporter that morning.  Specifically because she was planning to make a site to site transport.” 

 “And are you aware of who or what she was intending to transport the morning in question?” 

 “Yes,” Torres replied, again glancing very quickly at Raiajh.  “She wanted to transport a prisoner from the 

brig complex to the IMV Pariah in spacedock.” 

 “And were you aware at the time who this prisoner was?” 

 “Yes.  The Admiral’s brother.” 



 “And why was he scheduled to be beamed to the Pariah?” 

 “I was not privy to that information,” Torres replied, sound a little miffed at the prosecutor.  “I assumed it 

was so he could be returned to Delta IV to serve out his sentence.” 

 The prosecutor leaned in toward Torres as he asked his next question.  “Would it surprise you to find out 

that Ja’al Raiajh owed a great number of credits to Commander Johannes Spaak?  That the transfer was so Ja’al 

Raiajh could be tortured and executed by his so-called creditors?” 

 “OBJECTION!” shouted Harkonnen, who was on his feet before the prosecutor had even finished his 

sentence.  “Prosecution is asking the witness to speculate.” 

 “Sustained,” Judge Chegwidden announced.  “Move along, Mister Prosecutor.” 

 With a frown, the Deltan prosecutor looked at Torres again and asked, “Would you consider yourself an 

expert on the mechanics and function of the transporter, Commander Torres?” 

 “Yes.” 

 “Commander, in your EXPERT opinion, was the transporter system safe for humanoid transport that 

morning?” 

 Torres shook her head slightly as she replied, “In hindsight, no, but...” 

 “No further questions, you honors,” the prosecutor quickly said, cutting Torres off.  Then, as he returned to 

his table, he passed the still standing Harkonnen and said, “Your witness.” 

 Harkonnen glared at the prosecutor until the Deltan sat down behind his table, then addressed Torres. 

 “Commander Torres, you testified earlier that you believed only the site to site transport function was 

compromised on the base’s transporter system, correct?” 

 “Yes.” 

 “At any time after the discovery of this so-called glitch, did Admiral Raiajh order you or any member of 

the crew to make use of the transporter – and this is important – AFTER you ordered the system be shut down as 

unusable?” 

 Torres appeared puzzled for a moment, believing Harkonnen may not have understood her earlier 

testimony, until it occurred to her where he was leading.  “No, because I never ordered the transporter system out of 

service.” 

 “Thank you, Commander,” Harkonnen said before addressing the judges.  “No further questions for this 

witness.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Following Torres’ testimony, the judges ordered a brief recess for lunch.  In a small room near the 

lounge/court room that had been set aside for the use of the defense team, Harkonnen and Melnick ate lightly as they 

reviewed the case so far and checked the schedule to see who or what they might still face ahead.  Meanwhile, 

Raiajh sat across from them, sipping a fruit drink – the only thing her nervous stomach could tolerate at the moment 

– and watching her lawyers discussing strategy. 

 “Torres’ testimony did not help us, and may have hurt us more than I anticipated it would,” Harkonnen 

remarked.  “The prosecutor used her testimony to push open the door to motive further.  I was hoping she would say 

something that would provide doubt that Val could have plotted anything against her brother, but unfortunately the 

first witness’ statement also provides enough motive that the judges may need something more substantial than the 

simple fact Val did not order her brother transported by a malfunctioning transporter.” 

 “We have time for perhaps one more witness on the stand today,” Melnick remarked.  “Any idea what kind 

of testimony they are going to offer and whether we need to work on damage control tonight or not?” 

 Harkonnen glanced at one of the many padds strewn across the table and said, “The next prosecution 

witness is supposed to be someone on Commander Torres’ staff.  Probably going to testify on the measures taken to 

locate the cause of the transporter malfunction that was discovered during the night shift and whether the transporter 

systems should have been taken off-line.” 



 Melnick looked at Raiajh and said, “Well, if his testimony is as technical as Commander Torres’ was, we 

shouldn’t need to worry too much.  We can probably just concentrate on prepping you for your testimony.” 

 “Are we going to let Val take the stand in her own defense?” Harkonnen asked, looking at his co-counsel.  

“That could backfire if the prosecution wants to cross-examine her.  Her entire relationship with her brother would 

probably come out, and that – if anything – would be the most damning evidence against her.” 

 “I’m not saying she has to testify,” Melnick said.  “I’m just saying we should prepare her in case something 

comes out that looks bad for her case and may need extra or better explaining.” 

 Both counselors looked over the table at their client, who looked more anxious than ever. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “This court is back in session.  You all may be seated,” Judge Chegwidden announced.  “It’s getting late, so 

let’s move this along.  Prosecution, call your next witness.” 

 “The prosecution calls Petty Officer Paul Josephson to the stand.” 

 Many in the court room turned to watch the doors open and a human man approximately 25 years old walk 

in and down the aisle.  He stepped up into the witness box and raised his right hand as the bailiff asked, “Do you 

promise to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?” 

 “I do,” Josephson replied before taking his seat. 

 “Petty Officer Josephson, please state your full name, rank, and position for the record,” the prosecutor 

requested. 

 “Petty Officer Second Class Paul Josephson.  I’m assigned to the operations and engineering division of 

Starbase 719 standing duty during Delta Watch – midnight to 0600 hours.” 

 “Now, Petty Officer Josephson, please describe in your own words the events of stardate 65795.6.” 

 “I was assigned maintenance duties in the administration section of the starbase.  At about 0030 hours, I 

received orders from Ops to report to Maintenance Bay 9.  I immediately finished up what I was doing and reported 

to the maintenance bay about ten minutes later.” 

 “And what is located in Maintenance Bay 9?” the prosecutor asked. 

 “Several pieces of equipment.  Most notably the life support back-up modules for the admin section, hub 

turbolift control computers, memory units for the main sensor array, and the primary transporter coordination and 

power monitoring and distribution computers.” 

 The prosecutor looked over at Raiajh as the petty officer mentioned that last item of equipment in the 

maintenance bay.  He then asked, “And once you arrived in the maintenance bay, what were you tasked to do.” 

 “My tasking was to replace numerous isolinear chips in the transporter control system.  Normally this is 

only done when the chips are burned-out or greater than five years in age.” 

 “Did you question why this maintenance needed to be done?” 

 “I remarked that it was unusual, but I didn’t question orders from a superior officer,” Josephson replied. 

 “So you performed the work?” 

 “Yes.  It took me nearly an hour to replace the isolinear chips, then another two hours to run a level two 

diagnostic on the system to verify the new chips were functioning properly.  I finished the job around 0400 hours.” 

 “And what did you determine?” 

 “During the routine diagnostic, an unidentified malfunction was detected.” 

 “And what did you do?” 

 “I immediately informed the operations officer on duty in Ops of the problem, then commenced trying to 

track it down.” 

 “And were you able to locate the source of the malfunction?” 

 “No.” 

 Again, the prosecutor looked toward Raiajh, and the admiral began to wonder what revelation was coming. 

 “Is there a reason you were unable to locate the source of the malfunction?” 

 “Yes.  I was ordered to cease troubleshooting.” 



 “Ordered to cease troubleshooting?  On a system that is routinely used every day aboard this starbase and 

could prove dangerous – even deadly – should it malfunction?  Could a malfunction of the type detected during the 

diagnostic account for the failure that later occurred the morning of stardate 65796.3 and resulted in the death of 

Ja’al Raiajh?” 

 “Yes.” 

 A murmur went up in the court audience, and suddenly Raiajh found herself feeling even more anxious 

than earlier. 

 The prosecutor turned around and looked directly at the defense table as he asked his next question.  “Was 

the officer who ordered you to cease troubleshooting the system the same officer that ordered you to perform this 

maintenance in the first place?” 

 “Yes.” 

 “And is that officer presently in this court room?” 

 “Yes.” 

 “Could you please point out who that officer is?” 

 Petty Officer Josephson pointed directly at the defense table and said, “Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh.” 

 The court room immediately turned into a scene of chaos.  Reporters from the Federation news services 

rushed toward the front of the court room.  Members of the audience expressed their shock in loud words.  And 

Val’ri Raiajh stood up, herself shouting, “WHAT?!?  I never gave any such orders!  I’ve never met this crew 

member before!  I don’t even know who he is!  He’s lying!” 

 “ORDER!” Judge Chegwidden yelled, loudly banging a gavel on the bench.  “Order in this court room!  

ORDER!  Bailiff, clear the court room!”  As the lead bailiff and his assistants started moving people out of the court, 

physically in the case of several of the reporters, Chegwidden then said, “This court is in recess!” 

 “Your honors!” Harkonnen objected.  “What about my cross-examination?” 

 “We will resume in two hours, once this court room has calmed down!” Chegwidden responded.  “You 

may commence your cross-examination at that time.” 

 As people still attempted to make their way toward the front of the court room, two more bailiffs appeared 

beside the defense table and escorted Raiajh and her counselors out a side door to the small room they had been 

assigned.  Once inside and the door closed, Harkonnen whirled on Raiajh and asked, “What do you know about that 

Petty Officer’s testimony?” 

 “Nothing at all!” Raiajh protested.  “I never gave any orders to perform maintenance on the transporter that 

night, and I certainly didn’t order anyone to stop looking for the cause of the glitch that later killed Ja’al.  I was in 

my quarters that entire night!  Admittedly, I had trouble sleeping, as you would probably expect, but I wasn’t out 

sneaking around the station ordering low-level technicians to sabotage the transporter system in order to kill my own 

brother!” 

 Harkonnen moved toward the computer system at one side of the room. 

 “What are you doing?” Commander Melnick asked. 

 “I’m going to review some records,” Harkonnen replied.  “The computer tracks the location of all 

combadges aboard the station.” 

 “That won’t mean anything,” Melnick protested.  “The prosecution will simply say the Admiral is smart 

enough to know to leave her combadge in her quarters to make it appear that she never left that night.  It will prove 

nothing.” 

 As Melnick spoke, Harkonnen found the files he was looking for.  His expression immediately turned to 

shock, then anger. 

 “Apparently Val is not as smart as most people would believe,” he said, causing both Raiajh and Melnick 

to step up next to him. 

 “What is it?” Melnick asked. 

 “According to the sensor reports, Val’s combadge was located in Ops at the time Petty Officer Josephson 

says he was ordered to Maintenance Bay 9, then moved to that maintenance bay a few minutes later.” 

 “Impossible!” Raiajh exclaimed. 



 “It’s right there in the records, Val,” Harkonnen said, gesturing toward the monitor screen. 

 “But...  Sylvan can testify I was home, in bed, with him the entire time!” 

 “Was he awake the entire time you said you were having trouble sleeping?” Melnick asked the admiral. 

 “No, of course not.  He usually has no trouble sleeping,” Raiajh replied. 

 “Then we have a problem.” 

 “What do you mean?” Raiajh asked. 

 “What the Commander is implying,” said Harkonnen, “is the judges are probably going to put more stock 

in the sensor logs than the testimony of your spouse if the prosecution enters this into evidence, especially if Sylvan 

cannot truthfully say he was awake and had you in sight at all times during the night in question.” 

 “Then what are we going to do?” 

 “As Commander Melnick mentioned earlier,” said Harkonnen.  “Damage control.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 A short time later, B’Elanna Torres, Michelle Petersen, and Cathryn Pearson were in Ops discussing the 

events that had occurred in the court room that day. 

 “I still refuse to believe Val had anything to do with her brother’s death!” Pearson was arguing. 

 “I’m on your side, Cathryn,” said Petersen.  “But you have to admit, that petty officer’s testimony was 

damning.” 

 Peterson looked toward Torres, as if to back up her argument, but the half-Klingon engineer looked deep in 

thought. 

 “Something bothering you, B’Elanna?” she asked. 

 “Just something Petty Officer Josephson said on the stand,” Torres replied.  “I can’t put my finger on it, 

but...” 

 Torres moved over to one of the consoles along the side of Ops and began accessing Josephson’s personnel 

file.  She started reading through it, but everything appeared normal enough. 

 “Good evals.  Commendation for work he performed on numerous auxiliary craft last year.  No disciplinary 

problems.  But something about him still bothers me...” 

 Torres retrieved an isolinear optical chip and placed it into a slot on the console, downloading Josephson’s 

personnel file onto it.  She then walked back over to the security station, where Petersen sat. 

 “Could you take a look at this, Michelle?  I have a feeling there’s something here I’m just not seeing.” 

 Petersen accepted the chip, loading it into her console and accessing the file.  Right away she noticed one 

discrepancy. 

 “Here’s one problem already.  Take a look at the file name.” 

 She displayed the file on the main viewscreen above Ops.  Both Torres and Pearson looked at it with 

interest. 

 “What am I looking for?” Torres asked. 

 “This is an enlisted crew file,” Petersen explained.  “But the prefix of the file code is one used on officer 

FITREPs.” 

 “Could it be an error made by a yeoman?” Pearson asked. 

 “I suppose it would be possible, but not likely,” Petersen replied.  “It’s a security prefix, which delineates 

who should be allowed to view the file, and is why I noticed it right away.  According to his records, Petty Officer 

Josephson has been enlisted in Starfleet for eight years.  His record is updated every year when his performance 

evaluations are entered into it.  If this prefix error existed from the very beginning, it should have been caught and 

corrected six or seven times before now.” 

 Petersen performed a more thorough investigation of the file coding, eventually discovering a few more red 

flags. 

 “This personnel file looks like it has been altered to me, Cathryn,” the security chief said.  “Do we still 

have the six-month back-ups on file in the protected archives?” 



 “Of course,” Pearson responded. 

 “I’ll be right back,” Petersen said, quickly heading toward one of the turbolift doors. 

 Several minutes later, the security chief had returned, a padd in hand. 

 “Your instincts were right, B’Elanna,” Petersen said as she returned to her console and handed the padd to 

the operations officer.  “Take a look at his real service record.” 

 “Enlisted Starfleet stardate 59371.1 through the Seattle recruiting station; graduated Starfleet Recruit 

Training Command stardate 59562.8; assigned to advanced electronics training school; reported aboard USS 

Formidable stardate 60335.5; transferred to USS G'Mat stardate 63551.9; transferred to Starbase 719 stardate 

65853.8…” 

 Torres paused, looking up at Petersen, an eyebrow cocked crookedly in disbelief. 

 “According to the record we had in the protected archive, Petty Officer Josephson didn’t even arrive aboard 

the station until three weeks AFTER Ja’al Raiajh was killed!” 

 “What?!?” Pearson said, craning her head to look at the file on Torres’ padd. 

 “Right,” Petersen confirmed.  “So if he wasn’t even here when the transporter accident occurred, that 

means he was lying on the stand today.” 

 “We need to get this information to Captain Harkonnen right now,” Torres said. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “All rise.  This court is back in session,” Judge Chegwidden announced.  “Captain Harkonnen, are you 

ready to commence your cross-examination?” 

 “Your honors,” Harkonnen said as he stood to address the court.  “Some new evidence has just come to the 

attention of the defense team.  I request a brief continuance in order to better investigate this lead.” 

 “Objection, your honors,” the prosecutor intoned in a haughty voice.  “The defense had a week to prepare 

for this case.  Just because they now realize they are losing is no reason to...” 

 “As I said,” Harkonnen remarked, turning to look at the prosecuting team.  “NEW evidence has only JUST 

come to light.” 

 “This is highly unusual, Captain,” Chegwidden remarked.  “However, we will allow it.  You have your 

continuance.  Court will resume at 0930 hours tomorrow morning.”  He banged his gavel on the bench and 

announced, “This court is again in recess.” 

 “What now?” Commander Melnick asked as the court room quickly emptied again, except for one Deltan 

man in the middle of the room who watched Raiajh and her defense team with intense curiosity. 

 “Now I need to find Petty Officer Josephson,” replied Harkonnen. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Late that evening, Konstantin Harkonnen, B’Elanna Torres, Michelle Petersen, and Sean McIntyre – all 

wearing civilian clothes to blend in – entered the Staggering Hobo’s Hideaway in the R1 (Research) section of the 

lower base.  It was considered one of the seedier establishments, which was why it was located well away from the 

habitat sections where most of the station’s recreation areas were located.  While gambling was officially regulated 

in a limited number of casino and game rooms in the main rec areas of the starbase, unofficial games of chance 

could be found in other places if one knew where to look and were not too picky about who you were playing 

against or whether they could actually meet their obligations. 

 Petersen and McIntyre sidled up to the main bar and ordered drinks, turning around to face the clientele and 

quietly scanning the room with their eyes for any signs of trouble.  Meanwhile, Harkonnen and Torres slowly moved 

through the crowded bar, looking for one human man in particular.  They found him sitting at a green felt-topped 

table in one dark and smoky corner of the room. 

 “Call!” said a stout looking Tellarite gruffly.  The players at the table all revealed their cards.  Not only did 

Paul Josephson not win, but his hand was second worst of the six players surrounding the table. 



 “You lose again, Josephson,” the Tellarite said with a glance at another player on his own left.  “What are 

you in the hole for now?  Sixty credits?  Seventy?” 

 “Don’t you worry about how much I’m losing, Gev.  I’ve got it covered.  Just make sure you have your 

own credits ready when my hands start getting hot.  Now deal!” 

 “I thought Silvesterson banned you from coming in here?” a Trill remarked to Josephson as the cards were 

passed out around the table.  “Something about owing too much to let your face be seen in here without trouble 

following.” 

 “That’s been taken care of,” Josephson said. 

 “Mind if we join you?” a female voice asked from the shadows just outside the light above the table. 

 The Tellarite, who seemed to be running the card game, peered into the semi-darkness, grunted once, then 

said, “If you got the credits, we got a seat for you.” 

 Two chairs were pulled over to join the table and the man and woman sat down.  Josephson looked over 

briefly before looking at his hand of cards.  A second later his eyes went wide and he stared at the newcomers. 

 “C… C… Commander Torres?!” 

 The other players suddenly realized that it was Torres and Harkonnen who had sat down with them, the 

Russian man directly to the left of Josephson.  There was suddenly a mass exodus from the table as cards were 

dropped and small piles of credits left behind. 

 “Must go and make use of the facilities,” the Tellarite mumbled as he was among the last to flee the table.  

Josephson likewise tried to get up and leave, but one of Harkonnen’s hands on the back of his neck prompted the 

petty officer to sit back down. 

 “We need to talk,” the captain said. 

 “Do… um… do the judges know you’re going around trying to intimidate witnesses?” Josephson asked, 

trying to show some bravado. 

 “I don’t think your testimony will be all that crucial to the case at hand once the judges find out you 

weren’t even aboard the station yet when Ja’al Raiajh was killed in that transporter accident,” Harkonnen remarked. 

 “Your… friends… seemed to know you pretty well,” Torres commented.  “Come down here often?” 

 “From time to time,” Josephson replied. 

 “Lose a lot?” 

 “Well, I wouldn’t call it losing so much as lulling the opposition into a false sense of security,” the petty 

officer replied with a half-grin. 

 “We checked your financials,” Harkonnen said. 

 “And…?” 

 “Nothing seemingly out of place,” the captain admitted.  “Almost too good, if you know what I mean.” 

 “We had Commander Petersen look into your financial record too,” Torres said, nodding toward the bar 

where the security chief stood, glass in hand but otherwise untouched, staring at the card table where they sat.  “It 

was a professional job, most others never would have been able to tell, but she was able to determine your financial 

records have been altered just like your personnel file was.  You have a bit of a gambling problem, don’t you?” 

 “I… um… did.” 

 “But not anymore?” Harkonnen asked, though it was not really a question. 

 “Who bribed you to testify falsely at the Admiral’s trial?” Torres demanded to know, her fist slamming 

down on the table.  Other nearby patrons looked over in curiosity, then quickly returned to their own business. 

 “I…  I don’t know who they were!”  When Harkonnen leaned in menacingly, he added, “Honestly, I don’t!  

All I know is about a week before the trial these two men approached me with an offer.  I owed a lot of credits.  A 

LOT of credits!  Mainly to Silvesterson.  These two men told me that if I testified about changing out the isolinear 

chips in the transporter control system and that I was ordered not to fix it by the Admiral, they would take care of 

my debts and then some.  I hadn’t even agreed when one of my backers was paid off for the sum off 100 credits less 

than a day later.” 

 “What did these men look like?” Harkonnen asked hostilely. 

 “Well, they were both completely bald.” 



 “Deltans?” Torres asked. 

 Josephson nodded before lowering his head sadly. 

 Harkonnen exchanged a look with Torres before looking back at Josephson and asking, “The prosecution 

team from Delta IV?” 

 “No.  No, if it had been them I would know and I could tell you,” Josephson protested.  “I don’t know who 

these two men were, though I think I saw one of them sitting in the court room today when I was on the witness 

stand.” 

 Again a look passed between Torres and Harkonnen and the engineer pulled a small padd out from inside 

her jacket and activated it. 

 “Is this one of the men who approached you?” she asked as she showed the petty officer a picture. 

 Josephson studied the picture for a moment before nodding his head silently, then saying, “Yes, he was one 

of them.” 

 Harkonnen called Petersen and McIntyre over with a hand signal.  As the security chief arrived, she placed 

one of her hands on the enlisted man’s shoulder and quietly – so none of the other patrons could hear – said, “You’re 

under arrest for perjury and interfering in an investigation.  Come with us quietly, Petty Officer.” 

 “Yes, ma’am,” Josephson said, tossing his final hand down on the table – ironically a full house, aces over 

nines, the best hand he had received all night – and left the bar with the four officers. 

 

* * * * 

 

 At 0930 the next morning, Raiajh and Commander Melnick were sitting behind the defense table and 

people were once again filling the court gallery. 

 “Where’s Konstantin?” Raiajh asked, looking around at each of the doors, expecting her lead defense 

counsel to enter at any moment. 

 “He had an errand to run this morning…,” Melnick started to explain. 

 “An errand?!?  When he’s supposed to be here keeping me from being convicted for murder??” 

 “Calm down, Admiral.  We found out last night that…” 

 “All rise!  This court is again in session.  The honorable Judges Lenz, Walter Bradley, and Albert J. 

Chegwidden presiding.” 

 “You may be seated,” Chegwidden said after the judges took their seats behind the bench.  “Captain H…”  

The judge looked at the defense table and noticed for the first time that someone was missing.  “Commander 

Melnick, where is Captain Harkonnen?” 

 “Captain Harkonnen was unavoidably detained, your honor.  But we are ready to proceed.  Request a 

sidebar, your honor.” 

 The three judges looked at one another, obviously annoyed by the disruption to routine.  Finally the human 

judge said, “Counsel approach the bench.” 

 Melnick and the two Deltan prosecutors stepped forward to the judge’s bench. 

 “Commander Melnick, this is highly unusual, not having your lead counsel present at what is probably a 

critical point in this trial,” Judge Bradley remarked quietly.  “I hope Captain Harkonnen doesn’t think that because 

he isn’t present this will allow him to request a re-trial should Admiral Raiajh be found guilty?” 

 “No, your honor,” Melnick replied.  “If you could simply grant us a little latitude…?” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Konstantin Harkonnen, back in uniform, approached the ‘outdoor’ café not far from Moonraker’s in the 

station’s botanical section.  The man he was hoping to find, the Deltan government representative Indra Kaja was, as 

hoped, sitting at one of the tables, reading something from a padd and sipping a breakfast beverage popular on Delta 

IV. 



 “I’m surprised to find you here, Mister Kaja,” he said as he approached the table and sat down across from 

the Deltan and gestured toward one of the waiters.  “I would have thought you would be at the trial.  It seemed to 

hold such fascination for you yesterday.” 

 As Harkonnen ordered a glass of orange juice, Kaja responded, “Actually, Captain Harkonnen, I find trials 

to be such a bore.  Especially when the outcome is so obvious.  Val’ri Raiajh will be found guilty and extradited 

back to Delta IV to face sentencing, of that I am sure.  But I wonder why you are here and not defending your 

‘client’?  Have you given up hope of the Admiral’s innocence too?” 

 “Actually, I had to perform a brief task that, if it turns out as I hope, will help my client,” Harkonnen said 

as the waiter returned with the cup of orange juice, placing it down in front of Harkonnen before walking away.  “I 

noted you already booked passage off the station.  You don’t care to stick around and hear the final verdict?  

Perhaps escort Val’ri back to Delta IV yourself?” 

 “As I said, trials bore me once their outcome is obvious.  Now, if you will excuse me…?” 

 “Actually, it might interest you to know that Commander Petersen arrested Inoran early this morning.” 

 A brief look of shock crossed Kaja’s face before he regained control. 

 “And why should that interest me?” he asked. 

 “Well, considering he IS your business partner.  According to some carefully manipulated records that 

Commander Petersen managed to uncover, you are fifty-percent partner with him in a small shipping company.  In 

fact, I believe it was one of your ships that ‘rescued’ Ja’al Raiajh from Delta IV after he was convicted.” 

 “So what of my business interests?” 

 “Inoran has already admitted – under oath no less – that he had business dealings with the Admiral’s 

brother.  If only by implication, that means he was also a business associate of yours.” 

 Harkonnen picked up his cup, and as the Russian man sipped its contents, the Deltan man opposite him 

looked around as if making sure they were not being observed and said, “Yes, I had business dealings with Ja’al 

Raiajh.  He made me a considerable number of credits over the years – either employing my cargo ships or paying 

me to make certain laws that would affect his own interests were either passed or killed in committee on Delta IV – 

but the old fool had long outlived his usefulness.  He drained the accounts I had access to in his foolish attempt to 

first go underground after his escape, then as those credits started to run out he made an even more foolish error in 

trying to contact his sister – hoping that blood was thicker than the anger she felt – and that she would forgive him 

his lifetime of sins if he only appealed to her better nature!  Do you want me to let you in on a little secret, Captain 

Harkonnen?”  Harkonnen nodded silently.  “I know Val’ri Raiajh is innocent of the charges I had a hand in filing 

against her.  But I would not have blamed her in the least had she actually gone and killed her own brother.” 

 “YOU had the charges filed against Val?” Harkonnen asked, truly surprised. 

 “Yes!  Ja’al Raiajh died owing me a great number of credits for ‘work’ I did for him that he never paid me 

what I was entitled to – into the hundreds of thousands.  I could not simply write off that debt.  I had to find some 

way to collect what I was due.” 

 “And how does charging Val with a murder she did not commit get you your money?” 

 “It doesn’t,” Kaja admitted.  “Truthfully, I never expected to see these charges go to trial.  I fully expected 

Admiral Raiajh would be extradited to Delta IV, where her friends and family would be willing to pay any price, 

come up with whatever sum it would take, to pay off Ja’al Raiajh’s substantial debt to me and see the charges 

against her dropped.  I never anticipated the trial would be moved here to Starbase 719 and that she would actually 

be prosecuted.  However…” 

 Harkonnen paused from taking another sip of his juice, waiting for the Deltan to finish his sentence. 

 “However, all things considered, this will still turn out well enough… for me, at least.  Val’ri Raiajh will be 

convicted of murder and sentenced to death herself, and I will be pleased to see the ‘killer’ of Ja’al Raiajh – my 

dear, close friend – and the source of much of my income the past two decades – meet a similar fate.  Now if you 

will excuse me, I have a ship to catch.” 

 Kaja got up out of his chair and headed toward the hub building a short distance away.  Harkonnen 

remained sitting, watching the Deltan walk away, and finished his orange juice before touching a small button that 

controlled a sensor unit embedded in the bottom of the cup.  He then stood up and walked to the nearest turbolift. 



 Several minutes later he entered the court room in the spacedock hub.  The entire room was almost deathly 

quiet as he entered.  He noted the three judges all had expressions that mixed shock and admiration.  Across the 

way, the two Deltan prosecutors looked like they wanted to be anywhere else in the universe than where they were.  

As he walked behind the defense table, he noticed a large viewscreen had been set up in the forward corner of the 

room, angled so that everyone in the court room could see it from the judge’s bench all the way to the back of the 

room.  Harkonnen remained standing as he addressed the tribunal. 

 “Please accept my apologies for being tardy, your honors.  I had something very important that I had to 

attend to before it was too late.” 

 “You apology is accepted, Captain Harkonnen,” Judge Chegwidden replied.  “Do you have anything else to 

add?” 

 “I assume the court was able to view my encounter with Mister Kaja?” 

 “We were able to watch the video feed that Colonel McIntyre arranged, yes.” 

 “In that case, I request the dismissal of all charges in this case,” Harkonnen requested. 

 “Prosecution?” 

 Both Deltan prosecutors looked extremely embarrassed.  The lead prosecutor stood up and said, “The 

people have no objections, your honors.” 

 Judge Chegwidden looked over toward the side of the court room, where Commander Petersen and Colonel 

McIntyre were standing, Petty Officer Josephson – his eyes downcast – between them. 

 “And Mister Kaja?” the judge asked. 

 “He is being arrested by my security officers at Docking Gangway 6 as we speak, sir,” Petersen replied. 

 “Very well.  Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, please stand.”  Raiajh and Commander Melnick both joined Harkonnen 

on their feet.  “I shudder to think how close to a miscarriage of justice we came in the last couple of days,” 

Chegwidden remarked.  “I can only say how happy I am to pronounce the following; Charges dismissed.  You are 

free to go, Admiral Raiajh.” 

 The entire court room burst into applause as the gallery crowd all jumped to their feet.  Raiajh, meanwhile, 

clasped Melnick’s hands and thanked her profusely before moving around and embracing Harkonnen tightly.  The 

court bailiffs struggled to keep the news reporters back behind the bar, and eventually gave up trying, simply 

escorting Raiajh and her team to the side room and closing the doors.  The exuberance occurring in the court room 

could still be heard. 

 “I never want to go through that again,” Raiajh said, collapsing into a chair, the emotions she had held in 

check for the last several weeks threatening to burst free. 

 “We’re going to allow the corridors to clear out, then we’re going to get you home to your family, Val,” 

Harkonnen promised, clasping her hands tightly and smiling. 

 

* * * * 

 

Station log, stardate 67174.6: 

It has been a long and harrowing week, but life aboard Starbase 719 is slowly returning 

to normal.  Representative Kaja and Mister Inoran are already en route back to Delta IV, 

where they face charges of perjury, bribery, issuing false statements, and attempted 

murder in the second degree before the Council of Equals.  Petty Officer Josephson has 

already been convicted during Captain’s Mast and sentenced to one year in the brig at 

hard labor before he will be dishonorably discharged form Starfleet.  Only one thing 

remains before I can just get back to work like normal… 

Raiajh, out. 

 

 



 The doors to the Bastogne Lodge had signs on them indicating the establishment was closed for a private 

function.  Inside, most of the base’s senior staff and Admiral Raiajh’s extended family were enjoying a victory 

celebration, the likes of which had not been seen in the bar before. 

 Standing not far from where she had watched Indra Kaja with suspicion ten days earlier, Val’ri Raiajh held 

an entire bottle of Romulan ale in her hand and laughed with her husband Sylvan Xaran, B’Elanna Torres, and 

Michelle Petersen. 

 “Tell me, Admiral,” Torres said after clinking bottles with her once more and taking a stiff swig of ale.  

“You have to admit things did not look good for your case there for a while.  What do you think you would have 

done if you had been convicted of a crime you didn’t commit?” 

 “It didn’t happen, so I really haven’t thought about it,” Raiajh replied. 

 “Oh, come on, Val,” her husband said disbelieving.  “You tossed and turned almost every night after you 

were served with the arrest warrant.  You had to have considered the possibility!” 

 “I would rather not…” 

 “Come on, Val!  Tell the truth,” Xaran prompted. 

 “You want the truth?  Perhaps you can’t handle the truth?” Raiajh joked.  But looks form Xaran, Torres, 

and Petersen forced her to finally admit, “Truthfully, I’m not sure what I would have done.  But one thing I’m 

positive of is that my friends and family had something worked out to get me out of harm’s way.” 

 As she spoke, Raiajh glanced across the room, where the crew of the Pariah was gathered.  She noticed 

Hans Spaak look back in her direction and smile knowingly.  He already had a plan in place for just such an 

‘emergency.’ 

 

The End 


